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HISTORY OF ABORTION
Abortion has been around almost as long as birthing babies has. Ancient civilizations had many ways 

of removing unwanted babies from the womb. The use of abortifacient herbs, sharpened instruments, 
abdominal pressure, drugs, alcohol were all used in ancient Middle Eastern, Egyptian and Indian cultures. 
Strenuous exercise (such as climbing, paddling, weightlifting or diving) were also used to kill the child in the 
womb. The use of irritant leaves, fasting, battery, pouring hot water on the abdomen, heated coconut shells, 
steamed onions, and tightening the girdle were all methods used to abort the child in the womb.

Ancient Greeks used the herb silphium as an abortifacient and contraceptive. Other herbs used included 
rue, dill, pepper and myrrh. Soranus, a 2nd-Century Greek physician prescribed enemas, diuretics, 

emmanagogues, fasting, jumping and bloodletting.

Tertullian, a 2nd century Christian theologian described surgical implements which were used in a procedure 
very similar to the modern dilation and evacuation method. One tool had a “nicely adjusted flexible frame” 

(for dilation),  an “annular blade” (to curette) and “a blunted or covered hook“ (for extraction).

Medieval abortionists used herbs such as Italian catnip, savory, sage, soapwort, cyperus, hellebore and 
pennyroyal. Many of these herbs were not just abortifacients; they were poisonous to the mother as 

well and many mothers died trying to kill their Pre-Born child int he womb. In 
1978, a pregnant woman from Colorado drank two 
tablespoons of pennyroyal and died. 

Although Roman culture allowed for 
abortion, the spread of Christianity 

began to change the culture. In 211 
A.D. emperors Septimius Severus and 
Caracalla banned abortion as infringing 
on parental rights. Temporary exile 
was the punishment (as the influence of 
Stocisim did not view the baby as a person 
and therefore not homicide).

In contrast to the culture around them, the 
new Christians shunned abortion. The 

Didache (c. 150A.D.) says, “Do not murder 
a child by abortion or kill a new-born 
infant”.


